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Upcoming ANZ Events

March Madness Book Competition - Vote for your favorite books! Check your email from Margaret Hanley for more info.

2nd Annual Poetry Showcase - Call for poets! We are now accepting poetry submissions until Sunday, March 29th.

Some Resources

Check out the Sigma Tau Delta Website for information on scholarships, publishing opportunities, and more: english.org

Stony Brook English: www.stonybrook.edu/english

Contact Us!

Office: Humanities 1105
Email: alphanuzeta@gmail.com

Check out ANZ’s new website: alphanuzeta.wordpress.com

A Note:

Happy March!

This digest is meant to inform you about some of the most noteworthy literary events happening on and around campus. As always, this is just a selection. If you hear about an event or series that you would like to see included, or you can think of a way to make this digest better, please send me an email. I would love for this digest to represent the diverse interests and passions of ANZ.

Enjoy!

Heather Kramer
ANZ Public Relations Officer
heather.kramer@stonybrook.edu

Alpha Nu Zeta is Stony Brook University’s chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, the international English honor society. If you are interested in applying to ANZ, please contact us for more information. Note, though, that you do not have to be a member to participate in our meetings/functions or to attend any of the events listed below.
Further Suggestions

While curating this list, I often get great suggestions from students and faculty. Not all of these have relevant events each month, however. Here is a list of some useful programs/websites to check out when looking for something to do!

- The Morgan Library & Museum: themorgan.org As you have probably noticed, the Pierpont Morgan frequently makes my list. It is a wonderful, accessible cultural resource.

- NYC Center for Book Arts: centerforbookarts.org

- Red Bull Theater in NYC: redbulltheater.com Red Bull puts on Tudor-Stuart non-Shakespearean plays

- The NY Public Library: nyp.org

- Universities! Make use of NYU, Columbia, CUNY (specifically the graduate center), The New School–the list could go on and on. There are so many great (and free!) events happening just a train ride away!

On Campus:

**Monday 3/2 4PM** - Presidential Diversity Project - Martha Cutter, “Translating Across the Borders: Sui Sin Far and Other Interethnic Subjects” (Humanities 1008)

**Wednesday 3/4 3PM** - Theater of War: A Dramatic Reading of Scenes from Sophocles’ Ajax (SAC) Note: Free admission, but seating is limited.

**Friday 3/6 9:30AM - 6:30PM** - LaMERG Conference: Music, Language, Emotion (Humanities 1006)

**Tuesday 3/10 4PM** - History Department Colloquium - Caroline Barron, “Women of Medieval London” (Humanities 1008)

Wednesday 3/11 4PM - English Department Colloquium - John Kucich, “From Paternalism to the Welfare State: Felix Holt and Social Problem Fiction” (Humanities 1008)
Thursday 3/12 4PM - Amber Musser, “Blackness Stagnation, and the Peril of Empathy: Frantz Fanon, Glenn Ligon, and Racial Representation” (Humanities 1008)
Saturday 3/14 8PM - The Staller Center presents Moscow City Ballet in *Don Quixote*  
Note: Tickets required ($42)


**At Stony Brook Southampton:**

Wednesday 3/4 6:30PM - Writers Speak - Faculty Reading: Ursula Hegi, Susie Merrell, Roger Rosenblatt, Julie Sheehan and Lou Ann Walker (Chancellors Hall Radio Lounge)


**In NYC:**

Thursday 3/5 6PM - NYU Creative Writing Presents: Joseph O’Neill  
Location: NYU Abu Dhabi, 19 Washington Square North
Friday 3/6 5PM - NYU Poetry Reading: Tarfia Faizullah, Vievee Francis, and Tomas Q. Morin  
Location: Lillian Vernon Creative Writers House, 58 West 10th Street, between 5th & 6th Avenues

Saturday 3/7 12-6PM - NYC Feminist Zine Fest  
Location: Columbia University Morningside Campus Barnard College James Room 4th Floor Barnard Hall

Wednesday 3/11 7PM - The Noble Hustle: An Evening with Colson Whitehead  
Location: McNally Jackson Books, 52 Prince Street

Thursday 3/12 7PM - Michael Bronski on *Considering Hate: Violence, Goodness, and Justice in American Culture and Politics*  
Location: 536 W 112th Street

Thursday 3/12 6-8PM - Love and Flames: Legacies of Black Queer and Prison Abolitionist Solidarity with Palestinian Struggle  
Location: CUNY Graduate Center Skylight Room (9th floor), 365 Fifth Avenue

Friday 3/13 5PM - Bagley Wright Lecture Series on Poetry: Terrance Hayes  
Location: Lillian Vernon Creative Writers House, 58 West 10th Street, between 5th & 6th Avenues

Wednesday 3/18 7PM - 92Y Unterberg Poetry Center presents Kazuo Ishiguro and Caryl Phillips Location: Lexington Avenue at 92nd St Note: Tickets required (from $22.00)

Thursday 3/19 6:30-8:30PM - Dusan Maljkovic: Queer Studies in Belgrade Location: CUNY Graduate Center (Room 9205), 365 Fifth Avenue

Thursday 3/19 7:30PM - Brooklyn By the Book: Kazuo Ishiguro on *The Buried Giant* Location: Congregation Beth Elohim, 271 Garfield Place Note: Tickets required ($15) ishiguro.splashthat.com

Sunday 3/22 1PM - Reinventing Southern Gothic: James Hannaham Location: Brooklyn Public Library Note: (Free) RSVP with brownpapertickets.com

Monday 3/30 7:30PM - Poetry Society of America at Greenlight: Tracy K. Smith presents Ordinary Light Location: Greenlight Bookstore, 686 Fulton Street

Tuesday 3/31 7PM - T.C. Boyle, *The Harder They Come* (reading, Q&A, & signing) Location: BookCourt Books, 163 Court Street